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This paper explores the use of indicators to evaluate the impacts of volunteer tourism in host communities, based on an online questionnaire sent to 183 volunteer tourism organizations. Little research exists demonstrating how volunteer tourism programs impact host communities or how impacts can be assessed, but the literature suggests the use of indicators to do so. Social indicator research and systems thinking assert that impact evaluation must be comprehensive and that indicators must consider interconnectivities present in the tourist system; we propose a framework of indicator development that addresses this. Data analysis focuses on volunteer tourist activities and how organizations prioritize indicators to assess diverse impacts of volunteer tourism in host communities. Comparisons are drawn between organizations in Latin America and international organizations (based in the USA, Canada, the UK, Australia and New Zealand) that send volunteers abroad. Differing volunteer activities suggest unique approaches between in-country and international organizations. The usefulness and degree of assessment of diverse indicators of the local impacts of volunteer tourism are quantified, while discrepancies between indicator usefulness and assessment raise questions. Comparisons between international and in-country organizations, large and small organizations, and organizations focusing on long-term vs. short-term trips suggest differing organizational priorities and impacts of volunteer tourism.
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Introduction

International travelers are increasingly combining travel with volunteering to work on humanitarian aid, community development or environmental conservation projects. Such volunteer tourism is defined by Wearing (2001, p. 1) as “a type of alternative tourism in which tourists volunteer in an organized way to undertake holidays that might involve aiding or alleviating the material poverty of some groups in society, the restoration of certain environments or research into aspects of society of environment”. Volunteer tourism is a rapidly growing segment of the tourism industry (Bakker & Lamoureux, 2008; Brown & Morrison, 2003; Butcher & Smith, 2010; Tomazos & Butler, 2009; Tourism Research and Marketing, 2008), and falls within the trend of ethical consumerism that aims to make positive differences in the communities of less developed countries (Butcher & Smith, 2010).
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One of the pillars of volunteer tourism is that it should generate positive impacts to locals in host destinations and a reciprocal and mutually beneficial host–guest relationship in a tourist destination (McIntosh & Zahra, 2007; Sin, 2009, 2010). While the positive local impacts of volunteer tourism are often assumed and asserted in promotional materials, they are generally not research-based and do not include the voices of host communities (Fee & Mdee, 2011; Lyons, Hanley, Wearing, & Neil, 2012; Mdee & Emmott, 2008; Tourism Research and Marketing, 2008). There is consequently a growing recognition of the importance of understanding the local impacts of volunteer tourism and further research on gauging such impacts (Guttentag, 2011; Halpenny & Cassie, 2003; Lyons, 2003; Raymond, 2011; Sin, 2009; Wearing, 2004). However, mechanisms have not been developed to assess the impacts of volunteer tourism programs in host communities and current evaluations are generally anecdotal (Benson & Wearing, 2012). The International Ecotourism Society (2012) consequentially created a set of volunteer tourism guidelines with suggestions for measuring, monitoring and reporting the community impacts of volunteer tourism. It covers the importance of conducting needs assessments, working with local stakeholders, implementing community needs assessments, establishing systems to monitor progress and measure impacts, estimating economic contributions, generating information on program impacts to inform future volunteer travelers, and using local anecdotes to demonstrate volunteer impacts. However, there remains a need to develop and disseminate more detailed strategies to systematically assess the multitude of ways that volunteer tourism impacts host communities.

This paper contributes to knowledge gaps in the literature on volunteer tourism by addressing three prominent questions: (1) What types of impacts do volunteer tourism organizations desire to achieve in host communities? (2) To what degree are the impacts currently assessed or measured by volunteer tourism organizations? (3) Do nuances among volunteer tourism organizations, such as their location, size and trips they offer, help to explain how they prioritize and/or assess such impacts? This paper presents data collected via an online questionnaire sent to organizations that send volunteer tourists abroad to engage in volunteer work, as well as from organizations based in Latin America that receive inbound international volunteer tourists.

A theoretical perspective: the commodification of volunteer tourism

Theoretical foundations have been difficult to establish in volunteer tourism (McGehee, 2010) and have not focused on the ways that volunteer tourists directly impact host communities. As this paper focuses on the priorities and perspectives of organizations that recruit volunteer tourists, an appropriate theoretical approach involves a consideration of the volunteer tourism market, how the market influences the nature of the volunteer-recruiting process and the subsequent impacts of volunteer tourism in host destinations.

Higgins-Desbiolles and Russell-Mundine (2008) argue that the tourism market is dominated by the market ideology of neoliberal thought, for which reason tourism analysts have tended to focus on satisfying tourist demands, marketing destinations and managing tourism to achieve greater growth rates and profits. Tourism can therefore be considered an international commodity which is consumed and marketed as such. As tourism is increasingly commodified, host communities and their environments can be exploited and can experience detrimental socio-cultural and environmental impacts. In contrast, Wearing, McDonald, and Ponting (2005) promote a de commodified tourism research agenda to foster a new tourism geared to sustainability and community empowerment.
Many studies have focused on the commodification of the ecotourism market, for which similar conclusions can be drawn for the volunteer tourism market. For example, Wearing and Wearing (1999) argue that the philosophy and practice of ecotourism can move beyond market priorities and become decommodified. Doing so would require operators to instill a conservation ethic in their clients, establish carrying capacities, promote environmentally sensitive behavior, develop codes of ethics and industry standards, promote realistic images of destinations, provide culturally specific guidelines to visitors, and generate employment opportunities for local community members. However, Lyons and Wearing (2008) argue that new forms of tourism such as ecotourism are unable to resist global commodification in international tourist markets. For example, Gray and Campbell (2007) criticize ecotourism as an agent that commodifies people and places for the aesthetic consumption of self-indulgent tourists, leading to a privatized, competitive and highly commodified industry with little regard for ecological values and sustainability. Recent growth in the publication of guidebooks oriented to adventure or low-budget tourism, including volunteer tourism, can also be viewed as the commodification of these forms of alternative tourism (Young, 2008).

Wearing (2001) placed volunteer tourism projects on a continuum ranging from highly commodified to decommodified. Prerequisites for decommodification of volunteer tourism are that profits must be directed towards the local community rather than outside companies and that a project must achieve a genuine exchange between hosts and guests (Wearing, 2001). Lyons and Wearing (2008) subsequently questioned whether the philosophy and practice of volunteer tourism (that extend beyond market priorities) can be sustained in the global tourism marketplace. Guttentag (2009) suggests that volunteer tourism is becoming commodified by large tour operators, and as a consequence, local community desires can be neglected, volunteer tourists often promote their own values, and the process can promote a cycle of dependency.

The process of decommodification involves a closer examination of how volunteer tourism can provide a multitude of benefits for host destinations. An additional element to consider is that organizations must cater to the desires and preferences of paying volunteers in addition to ensuring the satisfaction of host communities. This reveals the interwoven nature of volunteer motivations, organization priorities and host community needs. Much work has been done on the motivations and desires of volunteer tourists (see, for example, Campbell & Smith, 2006; Simpson, 2005; Söderman & Snead, 2008; Wearing, 2001; Zahra, 2011). Such studies find that most volunteers participate in volunteer tourism for a limited number of reasons that include the experience of living in the developing world, acquisition of language and cross-cultural skills, travel/adventure, and personal/professional growth and altruism; organizations therefore cater to such volunteer motivations to attract them. For example, Stoddart and Rogerson (2004) and Callanan and Thomas (2005) found that many volunteer projects are situated in enticing areas such as tropical rain forests, lagoons or beaches in developing regions in order to appeal to volunteer desires.

The (de)commodification of volunteer tourism and its repercussions for volunteer recruitment and host destinations form a theoretical lens through which volunteer tourism organizations are seen as playing an intermediary role of appealing to the motivations and value systems of potential volunteers, while simultaneously meeting the immediate needs of host communities and generating positive local impacts. These arguments justify a closer look at the perspectives of volunteer tourism organizations across the world and how they consider and/or assess the needs of volunteers and host communities. This paper addresses this issue in that it identifies the priorities of volunteer tourism organizations
regarding host community impacts, which in turn represent an amalgamation of volunteer and host community motivations and priorities.

Evaluating impacts: an indicator approach with a systems perspective

The impacts of tourism in a host community can be extremely diverse and difficult to identify and measure. Numerous studies suggest establishing indirect measures, or indicators, as a strategy for assessing these impacts (Budruk & Phillips, 2011; Hughes, 2002; Miller & Twining-Ward, 2005; Roberts & Tribe, 2008; World Tourism Organization [WTO], 2004). The WTO (2004, p. 8) defines indicators as “measures of the existence or severity of current issues, signals of upcoming situations or problems, measures of risk and potential need for action, and means to identify and measure the results of our actions”. Indicator development is increasingly viewed as fundamental to promote sustainable development in the tourism sector (WTO, 2004). Indicators serve to make information more manageable, provide a solid base for decision-making, simplify complex data to improve the quality of subsequent decisions, provide information necessary to understand critical changes, and provide a meaning that extends beyond the attributes associated with statistics and raw data (Budruk & Phillips, 2011; Miller & Twining-Ward, 2005; Sirakaya, Jamal, & Choi, 2001; WTO, 2004). Indicators can provide an integrated view of the relationship of tourism with the economy, environment and society (Miller & Twining-Ward, 2005) and they serve to assess trends and indicate whether a situation is moving in an appropriate or sustainable direction. Recognition of the shortcomings of purely economic indicators and the recent sustainability movement have also clarified links between environmental conservation, poverty and economic welfare, leading to recognition of the necessity of indicators to monitor social, economic and environmental conditions simultaneously (Miller & Twining-Ward, 2005).

There is little consensus on the most appropriate methods of developing indicators. Frameworks and methodologies for indicator development are abundant in the literature and Table 1 exemplifies this diversity of frameworks in the context of sustainable tourism and sustainability. Each is noticeably unique, but the lack of an established methodology for developing social or sustainability indicators is a challenge for initiatives that focus on social impacts and sustainability.

Any indicator development initiative must also recognize the heterogeneous nature of stakeholders involved in indicator development and spatial/temporal aspects of indicator implementation. Strickland-Munro, Allison, and Moore (2010) note that impact assessments for sustainability initiatives traditionally tend to focus on current conditions rather than recognizing the dynamic nature of socio-ecological systems. Mascarenhas, Coelho, Subtil, and Ramos (2010) emphasize the importance of the scale and integration of local, regional and national perspectives and stakeholders in the process of developing indicators. Such vertical linkages facilitate comparisons across communities and promote governance and decision-making at multiple scales. Due to the heterogeneous nature of constituents in tourism initiatives, Gursoy, Chi, and Dyer (2009) argue that residents’ support for tourism development depends on diverse perceptions of economic, social and cultural benefits and the state of the local economy. It is thus necessary to understand the numerous perceptions of residents that may be underpinned by a number of factors: level of concern for community growth, emotional attachment to the community; environmental sensitivity and the extent to which residents use the same resource base as tourists.

In consideration of time, scale and stakeholder heterogeneity, a systemic approach to indicator development is necessary to encompass these critical components. Many
experts also suggest a clear logical framework to avoid long lists of unrelated indicators and reduce the arbitrariness of indicator development (Miller & Twining-Ward, 2005; Reed, Fraser, & Dougill, 2005). However, placing indicators into thematic categorizations can also disregard the interrelations and causal chains between different systems at work (Meadows, 2008; Schianetz & Kavanagh, 2008) and there must be recognition of the interrelation between indicators rather than seeing them as discrete variables that can be considered separately (Miller and Twining-Ward, 2005). Bossell (1999) also argues that a more holistic view must be adopted in the search for indicators. Roberts and Tribe (2008) claim that indicators must consider the interconnectivity present in the tourist system, as well as reflect the environmental, economic and socio-cultural attributes of the destination, while Schianetz and Kavanagh (2008) argue that indicator development initiatives must recognize that natural and social systems are interdependent and nonlinear.

A systems-oriented approach to indicator development and recognition of the interrelatedness among all aspects of the tourist system reflect the need for systems thinking in the indicator development process. Hall (2000) defines a system as an integrated whole whose essential properties result from the relationships between its constituent parts, and explains that systems thinking is the understanding of a phenomenon within the context of a larger whole. Miller and Twining-Ward (2005) point out that conventional tourism models are derived from a Newtonian/Cartesian paradigm (phenomena can be understood
by disaggregating them into individual parts), that researchers now recognize that tourism is more than a collection of its parts, and that the tourist system cannot be separated from the wider community. Jamal and Stronza (2009) and Liu (2003) argue that a systems perspective improves our understanding of how tourism patterns are the result of interactions with other sectors, including the natural, technological, social and economic environments. Farrell and Twining-Ward (2004, 2005) claim that natural and social systems have mutual interactions, are interdependent, and comprise complex adaptive systems or social-ecological systems. They also argue that tourism practitioners may understand social and ecological systems separately but know little about complex systems, and that researchers need to venture outside the core system of tourism and explore how tourism affects ways of life, economic well-being and the people involved.

This systems approach is applicable to indicator development. Bossel (1999, 2001) takes a systems approach to sustainability indicator development, postulating that indicators of system performance must reflect their impacts on other component systems and the total system under study. Bossel promotes a systems-based approach to indicator development that takes into consideration several subsystems: individual development, social system, government, infrastructure, economic system and resources/environment. Within the field of sustainable tourism, numerous researchers stress the development of comprehensive indicators that make connections between tourism and economic, environmental and social processes in tourist destinations (Miller & Twining Ward, 2005, p. 111).

Drawing from this and insights from Table 1, a systems-based approach must encompass numerous diverse but interconnecting subsystems, such as human society, the environment and the economy. A comprehensive framework must also identify indicators that cover all aspects of systems viability and sustainability to avoid arbitrariness in the indicator development process (Reed et al., 2005). While a substantial number of indicators would be necessary to capture all aspects of a tourism system, it is essential to define a practical and reduced set of representative indicators that provide a comprehensive understanding of a tourism destination.

We therefore searched for an indicator framework that considers the linkages among social, ecological and economic systems; organizes and limits the number of necessary indicators, and focuses on identifying connections among systems, all in accordance with systems thinking. There is little academic research on indicator development or frameworks that have been employed to evaluate the local impacts of volunteer tourism. For this reason, we reviewed many of the concepts and literature on indicator development for assessing sustainability and sustainable tourism which can be adapted to volunteer tourism.

We chose the “compass” framework, developed by AtKisson (2011), as a guiding framework to organize indicators for this research. The compass framework is a systems-thinking approach to evaluating sustainable community development, with three principal aims: (1) to awaken interest in sustainability; (2) to focus attention on long-term trends; and (3) to promote a more systemic understanding of sustainability (AtKisson, 2011). This framework was chosen because it stresses a holistic interdisciplinary and systems perspective of the environmental, economic, social and personal well-being aspects of a community. There are also many parallels between the goals of sustainable community development and volunteer tourism, such as economic opportunity, poverty alleviation and natural resource conservation. This framework has also been found to be highly versatile as it has been applied across a diversity of environments and has been adapted to differing circumstances.

The compass framework incorporates the diverse impacts that development has on a community, divided into the four compass points. Nature (N) refers to the “underlying
health and sustainable management of key ecosystems, bio-geo-physical cycles and natural resources”. Economy (E) refers to “all the ways human beings work with nature, with knowledge and with each other to produce the things and services that they need or want”. Society (S) refers to “the social systems, structures and institutions that are driven by people acting collectively”. Finally, personal well-being (W) “focuses on the individual, as well as on the smaller webs of intimate relationships that are crucial to health and happiness” (AtKisson, 2011, p. 145–146).

A fundamental idea behind the compass framework is that it offers four different directions of sustainability or well-being: while no single direction should be the sole focus of a community or development project, all four directions in unison promote a balance to which a community can aspire. While AtKisson (2011) argues that the compass framework is useful to divide indicators into these conceptually manageable clusters, another strength of this approach is that it shows how things are connected within a systems map and supports the engagement of as many stakeholders as possible. The literature on this framework (AtKisson, Hatcher, & Green, 2004; AtKisson, 2011; AtKisson, Inc., 2011) includes suggestions for on-the-ground implementation which focus on establishing linkages between indicators on the four compass points and recognizing the inter-relationships among them by identifying trends, chains of cause and effect, system leverage points and the creation of systems or connection maps. While this step of implementation is beyond this paper’s scope, it demonstrates the systems-thinking approach inherent in this framework of indicator development.

This paper contributes to the indicator approach introduced in the volunteer tourism guidelines by The International Ecotourism Society (2012). The guidelines suggest the use of indicators to assess many of the short- and long-term impacts of volunteer tourism in host communities and provide some example indicators to do so. However, such guidelines do not provide detailed frameworks for developing, organizing and evaluating indicators. This paper is therefore a crucial step forward in this process.

Study methods and sample selection

An online questionnaire was designed by the authors to understand how volunteer tourism organizations select work sites and projects, how they collaborate and communicate with host communities, the indicators they employ to assess the impacts of their programs in host communities, and numerous characteristics of volunteers, organizations, host communities and volunteer work. The compass framework was used to organize four lists of potential indicators of the local impacts of volunteer tourism. To develop an initial indicator list, an extensive literature search was conducted on indicators for assessing community well-being, ecotourism and sustainable tourism. All indicators relevant to volunteer tourism were organized according to the compass framework, and the most commonly cited indicators were chosen to produce four categories of approximately 10–15 indicators per category.

Two distinct sampling frames were identified. The first sampling frame (Sample 1) consisted of volunteer tourism organizations based in the USA, Canada, the UK, Australia and New Zealand which recruit volunteers for environmental conservation or community development projects overseas. This sample was designed to capture organizations only in English-speaking countries so that an English-language questionnaire would be sufficient. The second sampling frame (Sample 2) consisted of volunteer tourism organizations based in Latin America which offer or coordinate environmental conservation or community development programs for international volunteer tourists. This sample was chosen because a later phase of this research involved on-site data collection in volunteer...
tourism destinations in Latin America; Sample 2 therefore served as a list from which data collection sites could be chosen. A Spanish-language version of the questionnaire was offered to Sample 2 respondents.

To identify the volunteer tourism organizations that comprise the two sampling frames, the authors consulted five guide books and one research publication that focus on volunteer tourism and provide extensive lists of international volunteer tourism organizations (Ausenda, 2011; Brodowsky, 2010; Hindle et al., 2010; Lynch, 2009; Mersmann, Havranek, & Ferguson, 2010; Tourism Research and Marketing, 2008). These publications were used to derive a list of volunteer tourism organizations that publicize environmental conservation or community development as at least one goal of their volunteer program. The website of each organization confirmed this.

For inclusion in the samples, organizations had to offer volunteer unpaid opportunities that directly or indirectly promote environmental conservation or community development. Only international volunteer programs were selected; Sample 1 only included organizations that send volunteers to one or more countries other than the country of the organization’s home office. Sample 2 consisted of organizations in Latin America that receive some or all of their volunteers from other countries. Organizations that only offer programs over six months in duration and organizations whose programs do not focus on work with host communities were excluded. Organizations that function as a directory of other volunteer organizations and do not organize their own programs were also excluded on the assumption that they would have little to contribute regarding the impacts of their programs in host communities.

Sample 1 consisted of 149 volunteer tourism organizations in the USA, Canada, the UK, Australia and New Zealand. Sample 2 consisted of 54 organizations representing 13 countries in Latin America. Approximately half of all organizations (51% of Sample 1 and 48% of Sample 2) classify themselves as non-profit or charity organizations according to their websites. In addition, a small number do not specifically identify as non-profit but are faith-based, non-governmental, government-funded, education-based, volunteer-run or private reserves. Most remaining organizations (just under half) identify as companies and are likely for-profit operations.

Findings

Questionnaires were sent to 134 organizations from Sample 1. Seventy-three responses were received, resulting in a response rate of 54.5%. Questionnaires were sent to 49 organizations from Sample 2 and 35 responses were received, resulting in a response rate of 71.4%. Fifty-four percent of completed responses from Sample 1 and 57% of completed responses from Sample 2 came from non-profit organizations or charities. The data therefore represent both non-profit and for-profit organizations in nearly equal proportions.

Only a subsection of the questionnaire data and analyses are presented in this paper. In order to address our specific research questions, only two principal components of the questionnaire will be discussed: (1) popular volunteer tourist activities; and (2) indicators of the local impacts of volunteer tourism.

Environmental volunteer work

Respondents were given an extensive list of the most popular natural resource/environment related activities for volunteer tourists and were asked to select all activities that
their organization offers for volunteers. As illustrated in Figure 1, the most popular activities include planting trees/plants, environmental education, caring for or monitoring wildlife, trail maintenance, organic gardening/agriculture and biological research. Chi-square tests reveal that Latin American organizations offer biological research and tour guiding activities more than Sample 1 organizations.

**Community development volunteer work**

Respondents were given an extensive list of the most popular community development related activities for volunteer tourists and were asked to select all activities that their organization offers for volunteers. As illustrated in Figure 2, the most popular community development related activity performed by volunteers was education for children, followed by education for adults. Chi-square tests reveal that Sample 1 organizations dominate in three activities: empowering women’s groups, improving access to health care and improving/installing water purification systems.
Indicators

The questionnaire presented four lists of indicators of potential local impacts of volunteer tourism, organized according to the compass framework. For each indicator, the respondent was asked: “How useful would it be for you to know this?” A Likert scale gave five choices: “not useful”, “somewhat useful”, “useful,” “very useful” and “extremely useful”. The respondent was then asked: “Do you assess or measure this?” and was given the following choices: “yes”; “no”; and “not applicable”.

Table 2–Table 5 illustrate the results. Each table displays the data in several ways. The Likert scale choices were quantified on a point scale ranging from 1 (not useful) to 5 (extremely useful). Mean usefulness values of each indicator are displayed for each sample. The indicators were arranged from top to bottom in descending order according to the overall mean usefulness. The percentages of respondents that responded “yes” to the question: “Do you assess or measure this?” are displayed in the columns on the right to show the degree to which each indicator is measured.

Independent sample $t$-tests revealed statistically significant differences between the mean usefulness of each indicator for the two samples. Significant differences with a $p$ value of under 0.05 are indicated with a single asterisk in each table, and significant differences with a $p$ value of under 0.10 are indicated with a double asterisk.

Figure 2. Community development related activities performed by volunteers.
The mean usefulness values of all indicators summed are shown at the bottom of each table (two values to the left-hand side). To test for statistically significant differences between these values, two steps were taken: (1) the mean usefulness value of all indicators was calculated for each respondent, per compass point (mean value must fall between 1 and 5) and (2) a \( t \)-test compared the mean values between the two samples.

To test for statistically significant differences between the numbers of respondents answering “yes” to assessing/measuring each indicator for Sample 1 and Sample 2, Fisher’s exact test was used. All “not applicable” answers were removed before this analysis was conducted as it was assumed that certain indicators were irrelevant to the work of some organizations, and including them in this analysis would not have provided meaningful results. Fisher’s exact test was chosen due to the dichotomous nature of the data (1 = “yes”; 2 = “no”). Significant differences with a \( p \) value of under 0.05 are indicated with a single asterisk, and significant differences with a \( p \) value of under 0.10 are indicated with a double asterisk.

The mean percentages of respondents answering “yes” to assessing or measuring indicators are shown at the bottom of each table (two values to the right-hand side). To test for a statistically significant difference between these two values for the two samples, three steps were taken: (1) all “not applicable” answers were removed from the data; (2) the mean value of all responses was calculated for each respondent (1 = “yes”; 2 = “no”; mean value must fall between 1 and 2); and (3) a \( t \)-test compared the mean values between the two samples.

Two alternative ways of dividing organizations were also explored as they provided other methods of analyzing and understanding variation in the data: (1) organization size and (2) length of volunteer trips. All questionnaire respondents provided the number of volunteer work sites offered per organization, and this was used as a proxy for organization size. Each respondent provided an exact number of volunteer work sites provided by their organization, with a median value of 12. Therefore, organizations were divided into two categories: \( \leq 12 \) work sites (\( n = 53 \)) and \( > 12 \) work sites (\( n = 49 \)). This produced two comparable groups (small organizations vs. large organizations) for additional statistical analyses.

Questionnaire respondents also provided the percentages of trips offered by their organizations, in four categories of trip length: 1–7 days; 8–15 days; 16–30 days; and over 30 days. It was not possible to place organizations definitively into one of two categories (short vs. long trips) because many organizations offer a mix of short and long trips. The best alternative was to classify organizations as offering mostly short trips if the percentage of trips under 30 days was over 60% (\( n = 70 \)), while classifying organizations as offering mostly long trips if the percentage of trips over 30 days was over 60% (\( n = 31 \)). Three organizations could not be classified, with 50% of their trips under 30 days and 50% over 30 days, and were excluded from the analysis. The resulting two groups (short-term trips vs. long-term trips) could then be compared for analyses.

### Economic indicators

Table 2 shows that the most useful indicators of economic impacts were economic opportunities for women/disadvantaged groups and tourism expenditures that stay within the community. Local business ownership and availability of highly skilled jobs were the least useful. The two samples differed significantly on three indicators: vocational/professional training programs for community members, locally made marketable products and availability of highly skilled jobs. In all three cases, Sample 2 found these indicators more useful than Sample 1. There was a significant difference in the overall mean...
usefulness of the economic indicators between the two samples (using a 0.1 alpha level), indicating that Sample 2 overall ranked the economic indicators as more useful than did Sample 1. Regarding the assessment of the indicators, Sample 1 more commonly assessed local business revenues, while Sample 2 more commonly assessed the availability of highly skilled jobs. There was not a significant difference in the overall mean percentages of indicator assessment between the samples.

Dividing the organizations by number of work sites produced unique results. Small organizations found two indicators to be significantly more useful than did large organizations: tourism expenditures that stay within the community (mean values of 4 and 3.4) and local business revenues (mean values of 3.2 and 2.6). Regarding assessment, small organizations assessed tourism expenditures that stay within the community significantly more than large organizations (38% vs. 15.9%). No statistically significant results were found when organizations were divided by trip length.

### Environmental indicators

Table 3 illustrates that local community attitudes towards the environment was the most useful indicator, while assisting captured/injured wildlife was the least useful. The two
samples differed significantly on almost all indicators, with Sample 2 almost universally finding them more useful than Sample 1. However, almost all indicators were identified as useful by both groups. There was a significant difference in the overall mean usefulness of the indicators between the samples; Sample 2 ranked the environmental indicators as more useful than Sample 1. Regarding the assessment of the indicators, Sample 2 more commonly assessed three indicators: local community attitudes towards the environment, protecting natural areas/forests and assisting captured/injured wildlife. There was not a significant difference in the overall mean percentages of indicator assessment between the two samples.

In this category, fewer statistically significant differences were found when organizations were divided by size. Regarding the indicator usefulness, no differences were found. Regarding assessment, small organizations assessed two indicators more frequently than large organizations: infrastructure for conservation areas/protected areas (39.6% vs.
23.8%) and site attractiveness/potential for other forms of tourism (36.2% vs. 16.7%). No statistically significant results were found when organizations were divided by trip length.

**Social indicators**

Table 4 illustrates that engagement of the community in community improvement projects was the most useful indicator, while the rate of migration to/from the community was the least useful. The two samples differed significantly on community tourism planning, with Sample 2 finding this indicator more useful than Sample 1. Otherwise, the two samples differed very little on almost all indicators, with nearly identical overall means. Regarding the assessment of the indicators, there were no statistically significant differences between samples on individual indicators, or the overall percentages of indicator assessment.

Secondary analyses performed between large and small organizations produced only one statistically significant result: large organizations found social cohesion to be more useful than small organizations, with the mean values of 3.7 and 3.2, respectively. When organizations were divided by trip length, one statistically significant result was found: organizations offering longer trips assessed engagement of the community in community improvement projects more so than organizations offering shorter trips: 61.5% vs. 40.6%, respectively.

**Personal well-being/enrichment indicators**

Table 5 illustrates that educational programs for schoolchildren and satisfaction of community members with the volunteer tourism program were the most useful indicators,
while physical health of community members and access to internet/information were the least useful. The two samples differed significantly on several indicators: Sample 1 found satisfaction of community members with the volunteer tourism program, standard of living for community members, access to health care services and physical health of community members more useful than Sample 2; in contrast, Sample 2 found environmental education for the community and local people’s ability to share their ecological knowledge more useful than Sample 1. There was no significant difference in the overall mean usefulness of the indicators. Regarding the assessment of the indicators, Sample 1 more commonly assessed satisfaction of community members with the volunteer tourism program. No other significant differences were found.

Secondary analyses performed between large and small organizations produced several statistically significant results: large organizations found three indicators to be more useful than small organizations: standard of living for community members (mean values of 3.9 and 3.4), access to health care services (mean values of 3.8 and 3.2) and physical health of community members (mean values of 3.6 and 3.2). Regarding assessment, small organizations assess satisfaction of community members with community life more than large organizations (30.4% vs. 16.7%).

Organizations offering longer trips assessed several indicators to a greater degree than organizations offering shorter trips. These included: local people’s ability to share their
ecological knowledge, local people’s ability to share their cultural knowledge, environmental education for the community, educational programs for schoolchildren, access to internet/information and satisfaction of community with volunteer tourism program.

Discussion

This study generates several key conclusions. In consideration of the environmental activities offered by organizations, unskilled forms of labor predominate, such as planting trees, caring for wildlife and trail maintenance. Also notable is an emphasis on biological research on the part of Latin American organizations, indicating that they may have a stronger focus on scientific research activities and may be geared to an audience of researchers, students or apprentices. A consideration of the community development activities offered by both samples indicates a strong emphasis on education for both children and adults, which is a popular activity for international volunteers (mostly unskilled) and concurs with the literature on volunteer tourism. The fact that Sample 1 organizations offer projects related to empowering women’s groups, health care and water quality more frequently than Latin American organizations might suggest two propositions: (1) empowering women is a concept that predominates in more developed nations and less so in Latin America, therefore representing a concept that may take a lesser priority for local organizations and (2) international organizations may have greater resources and technical capacity to provide health care and highly trained specialists to carry out programs that provide health care and water purification systems for host communities.

The economic and environmental indicators in Table 2 and 3 suggest several potential conclusions. Latin American organizations generally find the economic and environmental indicators more useful. This may be due to in-country organizations placing a higher focus on economic development and environmental conservation, while sending organizations may focus more on volunteer satisfaction. It could therefore be suggested that local organizations more frequently strive for positive economic and environmental impacts in host communities. Moreover, Latin American organizations value environmental education for the community and local people’s ability to share their ecological knowledge over Sample 1; this could be representative of their more intimate knowledge of local ecological principles.

There is, however, a caveat to making cross-sample comparisons: the two samples differ very little in how they rate the usefulness of social indicators, as they are all ranked highly. Regarding the indicators of personal well-being, there is no difference in the overall mean usefulness, but numerous statistically significant differences can be found at the individual indicator level. Sample 1 organizations rate satisfaction of community members with the volunteer tourism program, the standard of living for community members, access to health care services and physical health of community members as more useful than Sample 2. This could be explained as a stronger focus of international organizations on improving the overall quality of life of community members, as well as possessing the resources or knowledge to provide health care services.

The fact that smaller organizations find some economic indicators to be more useful and assess some environmental indicators more so than large organizations leads to the potential conclusion that small organizations may take a unique approach and value certain economic and environmental impacts more than large organizations that may have a stronger focus on volunteer satisfaction and other motives. However, large organizations express higher priority among some social and personal well-being indicators, centering on health, standard of living and social cohesion. Similarly, organizations offering longer
trips prioritized community engagement, local environmental and cultural knowledge, education, access to information and community satisfaction. Overall, the data suggests that large organizations and organizations focusing on longer trips have a stronger emphasis on social and community impacts, while emphases placed on economic and environmental impacts are more strongly dictated by the geographic nature of the organization (local vs. international).

Discrepancies among indicator usefulness and assessment merit further discussion. Numerous indicators are highly useful but rarely assessed by volunteer tourism organizations. For example, local community attitudes towards the environment is the highest ranked of all environmental indicators, but only 28.3% of Sample 1 organizations assess this (vs. 48.6% of Sample 2 organizations). Similarly, tourism expenditures that stay within the community is the second most useful economic indicator, but just 29.7% of Sample 1 organizations and 26.5% of Sample 2 organizations assess this. Overall, approximately 25% of all economic indicators are assessed by organizations, even though they are consistently ranked as “useful” or “very useful”. A number of indicators are more commonly assessed: engagement of the community in community improvement projects is assessed by over 50% of Sample 1 organizations and satisfaction of community members with volunteer tourism program is assessed by over 55% of Sample 1 organizations. Similarly, protecting biodiversity and protecting natural areas/forests are assessed by 54.3% and 60.6% of Sample 2 organizations, respectively. This suggests that methodologies for assessing such impacts may be present, although they may be organization-specific and not publicly available. Other indicators are very subjective and difficult to define, yet are assessed by several organizations, such as social cohesion (assessed by about 25% of organizations) or attitudes towards the environment (assessed by 28% of Sample 1 and 48% of Sample 2 organizations).

Discrepancies exist between the two samples in terms of indicator assessment. For example, protecting natural areas/forests is assessed by 60.6% of Sample 2 organizations but just by 35.6% of Sample 1 organizations, while local community attitudes towards the environment is assessed by 48.6% of Sample 2 organizations but just by 28.3% of Sample 1 organizations. Some such discrepancies can be explained by the fact that the two samples may differ in their foci and the types of projects they offer. This contrast could also be due to differing levels of ability to measure local impacts, which in turn could be related to the degree of access that an organization has to a host community (for example, in-country organizations may have more direct contact with host communities). Data also suggests that Sample 2 organizations are more likely to evaluate the environmental impacts of their volunteer programs. This may be due to the close relationship that exists between local organizations and host communities, which can be difficult to replicate for large international organizations.

Another key divergence among samples is the indicator satisfaction of community members with the volunteer tourism program, which is assessed by 55.7% of Sample 1 organizations but just by 31.3% of Sample 2 organizations. An indicator such as community satisfaction is very general and applicable to nearly all organizations, so it is not likely that this discrepancy is due to differing organizational objectives as suggested in the previous paragraph. We suggest two plausible explanations for this: (1) international organizations may express higher interest in achieving community satisfaction because their business is more dependent upon promoting a successful interaction between volunteers and local community members or (2) international organizations may be more cognizant of their role as foreigners and therefore may place higher importance on the satisfaction of community members.
The data thus reveal key differences in indicator usefulness and assessment among the samples. A consideration of the data from a wider perspective also suggests that the findings can be highly useful to organizations involved in volunteer tourism. In particular, the findings highlight many of the overall priorities of volunteer tourism organizations across the world. This in turn may reflect the demands and interests of other stakeholders, particularly volunteers and host destinations, as these stakeholders may dictate the types of programs offered for volunteer travelers. Figure 3 includes the top three to four indicators from Table 2–5 in descending order of overall usefulness rankings, together with percentages of the overall degree of assessment (combining Sample 1 and Sample 2 values). This visually displays the indicators that are of highest priority among all volunteer tourism organizations represented in this study. The compass legend indicates the point in which each of the indicators was categorized. As can be seen, the degree to which such indicators are assessed varies widely, from under 25% to over 50%. This suggests that a potential direction for future research would be to identify and test existing methodologies that organizations are employing to assess such indicators, as well as explore practical and new measures of highly valued but rarely assessed indicators. The results of this study, including additional phases of on-site data collection, will be disseminated to all
organizations that collaborated and provided data. These combined results may be highly useful to some organizations, particularly in planning for desired impacts and understanding general trends and characteristics of the volunteer tourism industry.

The secondary analyses which compared organizations by size and trip length were first conducted with all organizations (both samples) in the dataset, and were then re-conducted without Sample 2 organizations. In most cases these statistically significant differences maintained their significance after Sample 2 organizations were removed from the analysis, indicating that the statistical differences observed are attributable to organization size or trip length rather than the presence of Latin American organizations in the sample. Dividing the organizations by trip length produced fewer statistically significant differences than did dividing the organizations by size. This may be partially due to the fact that most organizations offer a mix of short and long trips, and there was no better way to divide the organizations into two mutually exclusive and comparable groups. This obstacle should be addressed in future studies so that more accurate differentiations can be made among the priorities and impacts of short-term vs. long-term volunteer trips.

Nevertheless some significant differences in perceived indicator usefulness and assessment were observed between organizations divided by size or trip length, indicating two considerations: (1) a future assessment tool must have the flexibility to adapt to differing priorities and approaches of different types of volunteer tourism organizations and (2) a universal assessment tool with established priority indicators may not be practical for all types of organizations.

Conclusions

This paper demonstrates a novel approach to indicator development. Most previous approaches in the literature on tourism and sustainability include expert-driven approaches (Beckley, Parkins, & Stedman, 2002; Bell & Morse, 2001; Bossel, 2001; Miller, 2001; Mitchell, 1996; Schianetz & Kavanagh, 2008) or locally generated and community-specific approaches (AtKisson, 1996; Njuki, Mapila, Kaaria, & Magombo, 2008; Parkins, Stedman, & Varghese, 2001), or draw upon published indicator frameworks or case studies (Fraser, Dougill, Mabee, Reed, & McAlpine, 2006; Reed et al., 2005; Roberts & Tribe, 2008). In comparison, this study first considered numerous existing frameworks and potential indicators from the literature and then tested these sets of indicators for their usefulness and applicability. It is neither expert-driven nor community-specific, as questionnaire respondents (who were generally not experts in indicator development) assessed the indicators based on their usefulness and applicability across numerous communities and geographic realms. While the initial indicators were drawn from the literature on sustainability, sustainable tourism, community well-being and ecotourism, the respondents prioritized them according to their relevance to volunteer tourism. The use of the compass framework and a systems perspective ensured that indicators covered social, personal, economic and environmental aspects.

One of the common pitfalls of indicator development is the generation of too many indicators that are too difficult to evaluate, or that may not be useful across a broad audience of stakeholders. A key contribution of this study is that it helps to prioritize a small number of indicators from a longer list of indicators. It permits us to see how indicators can be prioritized based upon their perceived usefulness or the degree to which they are assessed in real life, which may be an indication of the practicality or ease of assessing them. This study also serves as a baseline for future studies to investigate why certain indicators are perceived to be useful but are less commonly assessed in the field, as well
as the development and dissemination of strategies to better assess indicators that are considered important but often difficult to assess.

Another potential direction for future research related to indicator usefulness/assessment would be an adaptation of techniques in importance–performance analysis (IPA). This technique, first pioneered by Martilla and James (1977) as a tool to evaluate customer satisfaction, has been employed as an evaluation tool in tourism, outdoor recreation and hospitality research (Chen, Stanis, Barbieri, & Xu, 2010; Oh, 2001; Wade & Eagles, 2003). It involves measuring two facets of customer expectations in a parallel manner: the importance of a particular organizational attribute and the degree to which it is performed or executed satisfactorily (Chen, Stanis, Barbieri, & Xu, 2010). IPA analysis techniques closely parallel the indicator discussion in this paper because an IPA approach would involve soliciting information from stakeholders regarding the importance of a particular impact of volunteer tourism, and the degree to which it occurs based on some type of measurement (performance).

Previous studies have used Likert scales to assess different attributes of a tourism destination (see Wade & Eagles, 2003) using the IPA framework. By measuring the performance and importance of such attributes, they can be directly compared on a plot in which the mean values of importance/performance scores become crossing points (see Martilla & James, 1977). IPA has become popular among researchers due to its simplicity and complexity (Oh, 2001), as it is an effective tool for an organization with limited technical expertise and financial resources to conduct exploratory research on consumer behaviors (Wade & Eagles, 2003). One caveat to its application in the research presented in this paper is that the questionnaire only used Likert scales to solicit indicator usefulness, while indicator assessment only involved yes/no answers. This limited the comparability between these two variables. Literature on the IPA approach nevertheless can guide future indicator research for stakeholders in volunteer tourism to more efficiently compare the importance of an indicator and the level or satisfaction at which it is occurring. This in turn could facilitate a planning process to enhance the achievement of highly desired outcomes.

This research study is largely exploratory and does not represent all stakeholders or perspectives in the volunteer tourism industry, as volunteers, host communities and other stakeholders were excluded. While a large number of volunteer tourism organizations participated in the questionnaire, numerous organizations were excluded in the sample selection process and many other organizations were inevitably excluded because they were not present in the publications that defined the sample frame. In addition, limiting Sample 2 to local organizations in Latin America excluded domestic organizations in other parts of the world. While the results presented in this paper are therefore not generalizable across the entire volunteer tourism industry, they do reveal some initial trends and points for further exploration in the field of impact evaluation, which is still very underdeveloped and data-poor.

This research study provides a solid foundation for the development of a tool or framework to effectively assess the impacts of volunteer programs in host communities. It also complements the current and evolving literature on the development of indicators using multi-stakeholder involvement and systems thinking. While much of this literature focuses on assessing community well-being and sustainability, it also has the potential to become pointed in the direction of assessing the local impacts of volunteer tourism. The compass framework ensures a more comprehensive and systems approach to indicator development and provides a fundamental baseline for participatory indicator development and implementation. This research will help set the foundation for volunteer tourism
organizations and host communities to develop, implement and monitor impact indicators that address the needs, priorities, strengths and capacities of the many stakeholders that make volunteer tourism projects successful.
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